
  
 

 

 

You are interested in this challenging position and enjoy working with a dynamic team? 

 

To strengthen our Order Fulfillment Department in Triesen/ Liechtenstein, we are looking for a 

 

ORDER FULFILLMENT MANAGER 

 

In this role you will coordinate the requirements of our global distribution, supply chain and marketing companies 

to ensure efficient handling of availability, cost and security of the communications materials. 

 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT 

 

In the role you will report directly to the Director Supply Chain Global Order Fulfillment and your main duties will be 

the following: 

 

 Manage the CGB order management process and offer customer service to the Business Support Teams 

within the local organizational structure 

 Coordinate all Supply Chain Management relevant tasks within the legal entity for corporate gift and 

ensure information updates are given in due time and form 

 Support the corporate gift team in the development of the supply chain strategy identifying further steps 

and improvements in-line with the business model 

 Manage priorities and ensure SCM (Supply Chain Management) milestones 

 Optimize all corporate gift processes within the CGB SCM structure and establish a continuous 

improvement culture through a LEAN agile management  

 Analyze changes and trends of various distribution channels in partnership with the corporate gift team 

and develop solutions which perfectly support the needs in different countries 

 Apply a professional and customer-oriented approach that allows to improve the SCM processes and 

services  

 Actively support the team on global SCM projects/initiatives with providing relevant customer service 

know-how and executing operational tasks 

 Create relevant process documentation and specified CGB Supply Chain Management Trainings for the 

all regions 

 Continuous analysis of the overall process to identify possible improvement areas, initiate the 

improvement process with the respective departments and to ensure their continuity 

 

Working for us as the Order Fulfillment Manager is more than just a job - it's being part of a truly trendsetting 

modern premium brand, steeped in heritage, and renowned worldwide for quality and creativity. Furthermore, we 

offer a range of development opportunities to help you reach your full potential. 

 

WHAT WE EXPECT 

 

To fulfill these tasks, we are looking for a person holding a business-related university degree or similar. To be 

successful in this role a strong command in German and English are a must have. You are a communicative, 

solution-oriented, flexible and resilient team player, who works independently and takes responsibility for the tasks. 

Your customer- and service-orientation, SAP knowledge and great Microsoft Excel skills are among the assets that 

will help you excel at SWAROVSKI. 

    

Does this sound like you? If so, we look forward to receiving your online application. 

 "WHY SWAROVSKI 
SWAROVSKI STANDS FOR SPARKLE. 
SWAROVSKI STANDS FOR SPIRIT. 
SWAROVSKI STANDS FOR SUCCESS" 

 
SWAROVSKI 
All over the world, the name 
Swarovski is a synonym of 
inspiration: As a leading brand 
of cut crystal products, and as  
a partner to designers, artists 
and visionaries. Become part of 
a tradition and success story 
dating back to 1895, and begin 
writing your own success 
story with us. 
 
 
Swarovski Aktiengesellschaft 
Monika Koeppen 
Recruiter 
Dröschistrasse15 
9495 Triesen, Liechtenstein 
 
 
 
For further information please go to  
www.brand.swarovski.com 
 
 

 

 


